Ghana and Malaria
By Richard Komp

Last December I taught a photovoltaic (PV) workshop in Albuquerque New Mexico. On of the
participants, Peter Nardini belongs to a nonprofit (NGO) group that is putting mosquito bed nets in a
remote village in Ghana, West Africa, a place with a major problem with malaria carried by these tiny
mosquitoes. While were talking Peter told me that the people don’t want to use the bed nets because the
netting is so finely woven that air doesn’t pass through them very well at night in that hot, muggy climate.
Peter was working on a tiny 12 volt fan that could be put inside the nets to offer a small breeze all night so
people would start using the bed nets they were getting from the Non-Governmental Organization (NGO).
We discussed a design for a small PV system for each house that would not only run the tiny bed net fan
but also furnish enough power to run a reading lamp and an overhead light for the one room grass huts.
Peter and I kept in touch and when I went back to New Mexico this past May to give three week
course to the Native Americans at the Gallup campus of the University of New Mexico (see the report at
our www.mainesolar.org website), I arranged with Peter to stay at his house in Albuquerque while I
taught another PV workshop for the people at Sandia Labs and others. We had a separate workshop
session where we built two prototype PV modules and worked out the general design of the entire PV
system, which would use the new, efficient warm white light emitting diodes (LEDs) the group planned to
use.
Last September I went to Ghana to teach the PV workshop. The trip started off badly by my not being
allowed to board the Ghana bound plane from JFK airport in New York. I had been told that I would get
my visa at the airport when we reached Ghana but the man at the Delta ticket counter said that wasn’t true
and wouldn’t give me a boarding pass. After ten days of dealing with the Ghanaian consulate in
Manhattan, I finally got to fly to Ghana. (I didn’t just sit and wait in Manhattan; I visited friends in
Woodstock NY and kept myself busy by rewiring the living room of my friend’s house and fixing the large
PV system on the Woodstock Museum. I also spend time with the Whole World Botanicals company,
bringing them up to date on the work on the lightweight, portable solar oven design they are financing
with a grant to the Grupo Fenix in Nicaragua)
Ghana is one of a set of small countries on the Bight of Benin in West Africa. Peter arranged for a
friend to meet me at the airport in Accra and he put me on an express bus for the five hour trip to
Takoradi on the western part of the Ghanaian coast where Peter met me and took me to Busua Beach,
where he has a surf camp. Takoradi is the closest city to the remote costal area where we were going to
work so we went back there the next day to shop for the materials we would need to build the PV systems
for the bed net fans and homes. Since we would mostly be building small 16 watt PV modules, I used a
design that uses ordinary silicone caulk as the encapsulant so the only things I brought in my checked
luggage were a box of Evergreen Solar cells and a large shampoo bottle of the liquid silicone encapsulant
we would need for the bigger 65 watt PV modules for the community PV system in the middle of the
village. International oil companies are starting to drill for oil off the coast of Ghana so Takoradi is a
boom town with terrible traffic jams and lots of foreign workers (of course the average Ghanaians will see
no benefit from all this “job creation” [except for the women and girls who end up working in the
brothels]). We had a native Ghanaian with us who knew the street markets who helped us find a very
good glass place where we bought all the glass needed for making the various size modules. We bought
enough glass to make a total of 20 modules including two 65 watt modules for only $25 in Cedes (less
than what I paid in Florida for glass for one 65 watt module). We also found a decent price for real deep
cycle batteries and picked out the vinyl table cloth material to use for the module back sheets.

Walking past fishing boats on the way to the remote village to give the cottage PV workshop
On Monday we started working in the village. I first gave a PowerPoint presentation to explain a bit
on how solar cells work and how we were going to wire up houses and other buildings in the village. We
started by sorting and assembling two 65 watt modules.

Getting ready to encapsulate with liquid silicone, a 65 watt module the group has just assembled.

We needed to build those modules first since the village had no electricity and we were using two 80
amp hour 12 volt batteries to power the soldering irons and other tools and had to finish these modules
before the batteries were dead, so we could recharge the batteries and keep working (this is called
bootstrapping).
The villagers also learned how to sort and cut the Evergreen Solar cells I had brought, to make the
smaller modules. We cut the broken and cracked PV cells in quarters for the 16 watt, 12 volt modules we
were going to use on the roofs of the homes. Most of these are one room grass huts with one or two beds
so the small modules with 32 amp hour batteries are sufficiently powerful to run two bed net fans all night
as well as power an overhead LED lamp to light the hut. The workers also learned how to build their own
lamps using strings of LEDs that one of the Bednet Fan people brought in his suitcase. The smaller
pieces of broken PV cells were used to assemble solar cell phone chargers, which are very popular in the
3rd World.

Assembling 16 watt home chargers and 5 watt cell phone chargers using ordinary silicone caulk.
I spent the first week living in the village, getting back to Busua Beach only on Wednesday night to
take a shower. This village is one of the most primitive places I have been, they didn’t even have
outhouses; everybody simply went in the bushes along the beach. Although I was trying to be careful, I
got giardia so I came back from the village on Friday afternoon feeling quite sick, although I had been
taking the doxycycline for that and as an anti-malaria prophylactic. The Bednet Fan group went back to
the village on Saturday to start making the holders for the tiny 12 volt fans; I rested up so that I would be
ready for the PV system installation work that would start on Monday. I did get to swim in the nice
Atlantic Ocean surf off the beach, but didn’t try out one of the surf boards.

The second week was devoted to teaching the villagers who were still part of the class, how to design,
install, maintain and repair PV systems. The village carpenter did a very nice job of making wooden
frames for the PV modules, since the extruded aluminum frame material was unavailable in that part of
Ghana. Using a method of installation we developed for the work with the Garifuna people in Honduras
last February, we used bailing wire to tie the modules to the thatch roofs of the village huts.

Mounting a 16 watt PV module on the roof of one of the grass huts, using bailing wire. The space
under the two sticks allows cooling air to pass under the back of the module.

One of the LED room lights the villagers made, using strips of LEDs wrapped around a tube

A couple of the villagers had done some electrical wiring so the installations went quickly. On
Wednesday, the last day I was at the village, the workers had instructions to install the PV system and
wire up one house before we would get there in the morning. That was one of the days when I took one
of the little minibuses to a neighboring village and walked to the village with one of the Ghanaians a Sufi
from north Ghana who was also taking the solar course. When we got to the village about 10:30, they had
already finished installing the PV modules and wiring up two huts, and everything was working perfectly.
We spent the rest of the day with my final lectures (English is the Official language in Ghana, which
made my work easier); and then we did the permanent installation of the two 65 watt modules and started
wiring up the microgrid community system for the central part of the village. When I explained how PV
systems were grounded, they wondered why that was necessary since they said they rarely ever have
lightning; but shortly after that was said, a big thunder storm blew up with lightning all around us. They
installed the grounds as soon as the rain stopped. After all the 16 watt home PV modules we could build
were finished, everybody switched to making more solar cell phone chargers.
On Thursday morning we started the trip back to Accra to go to the airport. We got a taxi to Takoradi
and caught an express but back to Accra. Ghana is in the part of Africa where the slave forts were
arranged along the coast. We passed two of them on the way back to Accra. During my stay at the
village we discussed this part of west African history. The village chiefs would raid a nearby village to
capture people to sell to the Arabs, but mostly to the Europeans and Americans (including the GodFearing Mainers). I suspect that that left a heritage of self-centered behavior. (Ayn Rand would admire
this). For example, when we were making the solar cell phone chargers, all the men wanted to start their
own separate business and make a bunch to sell to make money. When I suggested that it would be better
if they formed a company (or cooperative) together, they seemed rather uninterested in working with each
other. While the women do things like cooking community, the med never seem to want to do such
things like form a team to fix up the village paths, or build outhouses.
A Canadian missionary who had come to our solar course in the village lives in Accra with his wife
and had invited us to come there to visit so we spent the afternoon with them before they took us to the
airport. The flight back from Ghana to New York was 11 hours but uneventful and I arrived at 5 am New
York time. I went straight to Penn Station, took the train to Boston and the bus to Bangor, where a friend
drove me in my car back to Jonesport the same afternoon.
A few days after I got back, if felt bad and then during the PV workshop and solar tour at my house in
Jonesport on the following Saturday, I got very sick with a fever and shaking badly. I had malaria, in
spite of taking some anti-malaria drugs. One of the workshop participants knew a doctor from Panama
and called him and between his instructions and my digging through the collection of malaria drugs, I
came up with what turned out to be a successful three day cure. While I didn’t have exactly what was
recommended for malaria in that part of Africa (where the parasite has evolved immunity to most of the
common anti-malaria drugs), I guessed that the village was so remote and had evolved so slowly in its
culture, that the malaria had also not evolved all the immunity. I took a mixture of proguanil (which is
recommended as part of a cure) and chloroquine (which is not) every four hours and probably overdosed a
bit, but now I have no traces of the malaria. I haven’t heard from the Bednet Fan people so I don’t know
if I will be going back to Ghana or not. It wouldn’t bother me if I didn’t. Although I don’t want to
disappoint the people in the village, at 74 I think I am getting a little old for this kind of adventure.

